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Series: Arrow of Time Chronicles
http://www.angelfire.com/stars4/kswiesner/fiction12.html
Series Blurb: A timeless universal truth: No simple solutions, no easy answers, and nothing is
ever free…
When mankind realized Earth would soon become uninhabitable, Humans formed a
cooperative central nexus in order to save themselves from certain extinction. Together,
they built and transferred their population to massive space habitations in orbit of their
planet and as many as possible revolving around the other planetary bodies in the Sol
System. They also constructed spacefaring "liveships" in hopes of traveling through the
galaxy in search of new homes. Unbelievably after almost a hundred years, their
communication sent out into the universe to discover other intelligent life reaches an
audience. Their first allies arrived in mankind's solar system in 2073 and shared their
knowledge, technology, and resources. With these gifts, Humans were able to power their
liveships for swift navigation through space corridors that fold space and time as well as
eventually heal their dying planet.
Though mankind has a brand new shaky start, strong potential alliances, and hope for

tomorrow, only 58 years into their desperate struggle for survival, a hostile enemy with
Napoleonic ambitions emerges as a yet another threat to not only mankind's survival, but
also that of their associates who have faced the aliens in times past. Abruptly, the peace the
allies have begun to forge is jeopardized as questionable agendas and hidden motives are
unveiled. In the wake of these very real, immediate threats a cataclysmic organic menace is
only beginning to be recognized as one that could ensure the total annihilation of every
living thing in the universe if, together, they can't find a way to stop it.
[270 words]
When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies arrived in 2073 and shared their technology to power ships
through space corridors that fold space and time. Only 58 years into their struggle for
survival, an enemy emerges. In the wake of this threat an organic menace is only beginning
to be recognized, ensuring the annihilation of every living thing if, together, they can't find
a way to stop it.
[75 words]
When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies gave them the technology to power their ships and use space
corridors. Only 58 years into their struggle for survival, an enemy emerges…
[37 words]
A timeless universal truth: No simple solutions, no easy answers, and nothing is ever free…
[15 words]

IMMUTABLE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Science Fiction/Romantic
Book # in series: 1
Back Cover Blurb:
Spacefaring liveship, the Aero, is on a routine mission to the far-flung regions of the galaxy
when they receive a distress call from their oldest space habitation outside the Sol System.
The structure has been brutally attacked, inhabitants kidnapped or outright killed. The
crew aboard the Aero including Astoria Bertoletti, librarian and planet cataloger, and Raze
Salen, mankind's emissary, search for clues to explain the unprecedented tragedy. After
several more, similar distress calls from other habitations, the savage pieces of the mystery
begin to emerge--and point to the culpability of humanity's short-sightedness and
desperation when they first began seeking out alternate spaces in the galaxy to call home.

In the midst of the imminent threat of war, Raze and Tori present the immutable evidence
of wrongdoing both intentional and inadvertent to their government as well as to their
strongest and weakest allies who may have no choice but to desert them in yet another
hour of dire need.
[159 words]
The Aero receives a distress call from their oldest habitation, which has been attacked. The
mystery emerges--and points to the culpability of humanity's desperation when they first
began seeking out alternate spaces to call home. With the threat of war imminent, crew
members Tori Bertoletti and Raze Salen present the immutable evidence of wrongdoing to
mankind's Parliament as well as to their allies who may have no choice but to desert them.
[73 words]
The crew aboard the Aero investigate a distress call from their oldest habitation outside the
Sol System. The attack provides immutable evidence of humanity's own wrongdoing. With
the threat of war imminent, will their new allies desert them?
[38 words]
With series blurb:

When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies gave them the technology to power their ships and use space
corridors. Only 58 years into their struggle for survival, an enemy emerges…
The crew aboard the Aero investigate a distress call from their oldest habitation outside the
Sol System. The attack provides immutable evidence of humanity's own wrongdoing. With
the threat of war imminent, will their new allies desert them?
[75 words]

INEVITABLE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Science Fiction/Romantic
Book # in series: 2
Back Cover Blurb:
Tori Bertoletti, librarian and planet cataloger, and Raze Salen, mankind's emissary, aboard
the Human spacefaring liveship the Aero have convinced their government of the dire need

to negotiate formal alliances with the other cultures in the galaxy. The monumental task
they're undertaking and the consequences of failure are mind-rattlingly clear.
Complications muddle the mission in the form of uneasy truces and frustrating stalemates,
long-held enigmatical cosmologies suddenly called into life-altering question, along with
immediate and imminent threats that could tear apart the fabric of the entire universe and
everything living in it.
[92 words]
The Aero crew members Tori Bertoletti and Raze Salen have convinced their government of
the dire need to negotiate formal alliances with the other cultures in the galaxy.
Complications muddle the mission in the form of uneasy truces and frustrating stalemates,
long-held enigmatical cosmologies suddenly called into life-altering question, along with
immediate and imminent threats that could tear apart the fabric of the entire universe and
everything living in it.
[70 words]
The crew on the Aero begin negotiations with other cultures in the galaxy. Truces and
stalemates lurk around every corner. Can they prevent immediate and imminent threats
from tearing apart the universe and everything living in it?
[37 words]
With series blurb:

When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies gave them the technology to power their ships and use space
corridors. Only 58 years into their struggle for survival, an enemy emerges…
The crew on the Aero begin negotiations with other cultures in the galaxy. Truces and
stalemates lurk around every corner. Can they prevent immediate and imminent threats
from tearing apart the universe and everything living in it?
[74 words]

INDELIBLE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Science Fiction/Romantic
Book # in series: 3

Back Cover Blurb:
Tori Bertoletti, librarian and planet cataloger, and Raze Salen, mankind's emissary, aboard
the Human spacefaring liveship the Aero have succeeded in creating a Galactic Alliance with
other cultures in their universe in order to protect themselves from an adversary who
considers itself the supreme race, the Chosen of the Creator. Cultures that at one time
would have considered all others antithetical to their own no longer have a choice about
facing the indisputable fact that, though they've all come from different planets and farflung sectors of the galaxy, they are genetically one and the same. But can the enemy of my
enemy become my friend against the warring Sinshe…as well as an organic process that
won't be stopped until all life to the farthest corners of the universe ceases to exist and only
darkness reigns?
[135 words]
The Aero crew members Tori and Raze have created a Galactic Alliance to protect the
galaxy from an egomaniacal adversary. Cultures that once considered all others antithetical
to their own face that, though they've all come from different planets and far-flung sectors,
they are genetically identical. But can the enemy of my enemy become my friend against an
organic process that won't be stopped until all life ceases to exist and only darkness reigns?
[74 words]
The Aero crew have created a Galactic Alliance to stand against their egomaniacal
adversary. Can the enemy of my enemy become my friend in defeating an organic process
that won't be stopped until life ceases and darkness reigns?
[38 words]
With series blurb:

When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies gave them the technology to power their ships and use space
corridors. Only 58 years into their struggle for survival, an enemy emerges…
The Aero crew have created a Galactic Alliance to stand against their egomaniacal
adversary. Can the enemy of my enemy become my friend in defeating an organic process
that won't be stopped until life ceases and darkness reigns?
[75 words]

INDOMITABLE
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Science Fiction/Romantic
Book # in series: 4
Back Cover Blurb:
Newlyweds Tori Bertoletti and Raze Salen--the heart and soul of the Human spacefaring
liveship the Aero--are separated. Ambassador Raze continues to negotiate formal alliances
while Tori and the best scientific minds in the galaxy try to figure out how to stop the
organic menace swallowing the universe in darkness. Meanwhile, civil war threatens to
erupt between Earthers and Spacers and the leader of the Napoleonic Sinshe has defected.
But can he convince his people…including his own sons leading the armada against all
other worlds and cultures…that they've been indoctrinated and enslaved to lies against
their will?
[98 words]
Aero crew Tori and Raze are separated. Raze continues to negotiate alliances while Tori and

the best scientific minds in the galaxy try to figure out how to stop the organic menace
swallowing the universe in darkness. Meanwhile, civil war threatens to erupt between
Earthers and Spacers and the leader of the Napoleonic Sinshe has defected. Can he convince
his people they've been indoctrinated and enslaved to lies against their will?
[71 words]

Aero crew members are separated. Alliances are being made while civil war erupts
between Earthers and Spacers. The enemy's leader has defected. Can he convince his
people they've been forcibly enslaved to lies before it's too late?
[37 words]
With series blurb:

When mankind realized Earth would become uninhabitable, Humans built space
habitations. Their first allies gave them the technology to power their ships and use space
corridors. Only 58 years into their struggle for survival, an enemy emerges…
Aero crew members are separated. Alliances are being made while civil war erupts
between Earthers and Spacers. The enemy's leader has defected. Can he convince his
people they've been forcibly enslaved to lies before it's too late?
[74 words]

Single Title/Non-Series Titles
http://www.angelfire.com/stars4/kswiesner/fiction4.html

"The Amethyst Star"
Author: Karen Wiesner
Genre Subcategory: Romantic Futuristic
Back Cover Blurb:
They live in a time when humans have become an endangered species...
Thirty years ago, the men and women of Earth went off to fight in an intergalactic war, an
event which left their world forever altered. Herbivores have all but disappeared while
carnivores have flourished and slaughtered most of the human race. Answering Earth’s call
for help to avoid extinction are the Patrollers, with extrasensory perception and the ability
to camouflage themselves and their charges, and the Hunters, with ultra-strength, speed
and instincts, allowing them to destroy the elusive carnivores.
Greatly outnumbered by the male sex, women have become earth’s most valuable prizes in
their roles as Procreators. Pair-bonding is rare and families no longer exist since children
are gestated in labs. Lady Sher of the Amethyst Star is mankind’s last hope for
survival. While Sher dutifully upholds her obligations to her people, her loneliness and
desire for true love and a family go unmet. Her heart’s desire can never be
fulfilled...especially not with the hunter Randolf, who fills her every thought with forbidden
longings. On Randolf’s home world, all inhabitants mate for life.
In a traditional Chaashane ceremony, Randolf and his clan priest shared a vision of the rare
star of amethyst for Randolf’s life-mate. But his ceremony also revealed the prophecy that
if he loses the star of amethyst, the hunter will become the hunted for all time. Will destiny
and desire prove impossible goals?
[238 words]
They live in a time when humans have become an endangered species...
Thirty years ago, the men and women of Earth went off to fight in an intergalactic war. In
the time since, carnivores have flourished and slaughtered most of the human race.
Answering Earth’s call for help to avoid extinction, Hunters have ultra-strength, speed and
instincts, allowing them to destroy the carnivores. Human women have become invaluable
prizes in their roles as Procreators. Pair-bonding is rare and families no longer exist. Lady
Sher of the Amethyst Star is mankind’s last hope for survival though her heart’s desire can
never be fulfilled...especially not with the hunter Randolf. On Randolf’s home world, a
vision of the rare star of amethyst was revealed along with the prophecy that if he loses this
star, the hunter will become the hunted for all time. Will destiny and desire prove

impossible goals?
[147 words]
They live in a time when humans have become an endangered species... 30 years ago, the men
and women of Earth went off to fight an intergalactic war. In the time since, carnivores
have flourished. Answering Earth’s call for help to avoid extinction, Hunters can destroy
their enemies. Sher is mankind’s last hope for survival though her heart’s desire can never
be fulfilled...especially not with the hunter Randolf. Will destiny and desire prove
impossible goals?
[75 words]

